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Tito Castelo joins ranks of BCT Million Mile Club
Tito Castelo, an OwnerOperator out of Wallula became
the newest member of the BCT
Million Mile Club last month.
Since his beginning with the
company in 2007, Castelo has
travelled a million miles with no
preventable accidents.
While he started driving while
still living in Mexico, his career
resumed when he signed on as a
hostler for Owner-Operator Bob
Hurley. The processing plant
where he had been working
closed down and his friend, Juan
Corona, said there were openings for drivers at the mill. He
was hired and worked there from
2005-2007. But he had noticed
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“Tito stays mostly to himself and just gets the job
done. Most of his work
now is hauling chips from
various mills in northeastern Washington to the
Wallula Mill.”

-Wallula Load Planner
Paul Fischer

many Hispanic Owners driving
their own trucks and he decided
that was something he needed to
do as well. He talked with Wallula
Load Planner Robb Stevenson
and received lease paperwork.
Castelo said Hurley spent
(Continued on page 4)
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Owner-Operator safety is very good; company trucks struggling
Five months into 2021 , BCT
and Company Drivers have
logged more than 7.5 million
miles with 12 preventable accidents. That makes the Accident
Frequency Rate (AFR) 1.59 accidents per million miles of travel.

AFR of 4.77.

ACCIDENT FREQUENCY

2021 4-Month AFR

“Owners are doing great year
-to-date (YTD) with two preventable accidents. Company trucks
are struggling, with 10 preventable incidents YTD,” said Randy
Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and Safety. “ Most of the
accidents on the Company side
have resulted in minor damage
and appear to be loss of focus
and space management.”

Once
again, Owners finished
the month
with zero
preventable
accidents.

So far in
2021, ComRandy Bailey
pany trucks
Mgr. of Driver Serhave travvices and Safety
elled 3.09
million miles
with ten preventables and an AFR of 3.23.

During May, Company trucks
travelled 628,904 miles with
three preventable accident for an

Preventable* AFR**

Owner-Operators have travelled 4.48 million miles with just
two preventables for an AFR of
0.45.

Welcome to new and
returning drivers who have joined the
ranks of BCT, Inc. and Boise Trucking
Operations during the past month.
Nicolas Budge of Post Falls, Idaho May 3
as a new Owner-Operator out of Wallula.

Christopher Davis of Leesville, Louisiana
May 11 as a new Centerline Driver for
DeRidder.
Ronald Berry of Waco, Texas May 14 as a
new Centrline driver for Waco.
James Thibodeaus of Opelousas,
Louisiana as a new Owner-Operator out of
Jackson.
Stuart Bennett of DeRidder, Louisiana
May 21 as a new Company Driver for
DeRidder.

January

2

1.38

February

2

1.56

March

1

0.59

April

4

2.45

May

3

2.00

Total

12

1.59

*Any accident in which our
driver failed by defensive
driving to do everything
reasonable to prevent the
accident.
** The number of preventable
wrecks per million miles of
travel.

Jorge Montalvo of Mesa, Washington May
27 as a new Spotter for Owner-=Operator Bob
Hurley.
Daniel Hardwick of Silver Lake,
Washington May 28 as a new Owner-Operator
out of Vancouver.

Earn extra cash!
Check out our Driver-to-Driver bonus
program for current drivers who help us
connect with future drivers. Page 16.
If you’re an Owner-Operator who knows
a driver who would be a good ‘fit’ for

BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.

Trucking
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Operations Manager Mike Hayes passed along
these photos of “Trucking folks doing the hard-to
-do.”
“Steven, Paulo and crew are moving these paper
machine rolls from the DeRidder Mill down to
Sulphur, Louisiana early in June.
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from Walla Walla. Six
years later, the cannery
closed.

(Continued from page 1)

The work with Bob Hurley
and as an Owner for BCT
has been good for Castelo. He met his wife Lynetta (she retired after a career at the Wallula mill)
and they raised four children.

time advising about the dangers of being in business for
himself. But he wished him
well and a month later
Castelo had his own truck.
“Tito stays mostly to
himself and just gets the job
done,” said Wallula Load
Planner Paul Fischer. Most
of his work now is hauling
chips from various mills in
northeastern Washington to
the Wallula Mill.

One of his sons, Carlos, is
now working as a hostler
for Hurley at the mill.
Castelo’s safety success
is simple, he says. “Keep
you eyes open all the time
and be careful.”

Castelo’s first driving
happened in Mexico with an
uncle. Four years later, with
a couple cousins and a
nephew, he ventured to the
United States. He settled
for a couple years in California before moving on to
Walla Walla, Washington.
He worked in area orchards for six years and then in a
local cannery where he did some

Castelo expects to drive a
few more years before
retiring. In the meantime,
he and his family enjoy
trips in their motorhome to
the ocean and other nearby destinations.
local hauling and hauled sileage
into Umapine, Oregon, not far

To acknowledge his safety
accomplishment, Castelo
will receive a plaque, a cash
award and an engraved watch.

Working safe gives us a chance to enjoy
the achievements of our daughter Kyllee who
just graduated from Richland High School
and will be attending Whitworth University in
the fall to study education.

-Lisa Beaver
Wallula Administration
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Toriana Copeland and Richard Barnes have been handling BCT operations in Houston for more than a year
and have been injury and accident free (AFR of 0.00) for that time.

Spotlight on PCA in Houston

Houston is injury free, accident free and generating income
I got to spend the day with
Toriano Copeland and Richard
Barnes of the Houston Fleet this
week.
Our DeRidder team has done
a great job. BCT put two drivers
in Houston a little over a year
ago. Year to date the fleet has
operated EBITDA positive in
large part to the DeRidder team,
Michele Crain, Steven Crain
and Cory Collins.
The Houston fleet has been
injury free and operating on a 0
point AFR so far this year.

Use extreme caution
when using CBD
It is important for all employees who perform safetysensitive functions, including
CDL drivers, to know:
The USDOT requires testing
for marijuana and not CBD.
The labeling of many CBD
products may be misleading because the products could contain
higher levels of tetrahydrocanna-

The Waco team, headed by
Stephanie Proctor will be transitioning to dispatching this fleet
June 1.
The main focus for the Houston Dedicated fleet is to support
the PCA Warehouse in to their
largest customer in Houston,
Daikin/Goodman.
Daikin is “the World's No. 1
air conditioning company. Daikin
is a global innovator and provider
of advanced air conditioning solutions for residential, commercial
and industrial applications. For

over 95 years, we have created
the most efficient, environmentally-friendly comfort systems enabled by extensive research. With
sales in over 150 countries worldwide, Daikin is revolutionizing the
way people and businesses think
about heating and air conditioning.”
Thanks for everyone’s help in
getting this off the ground, we
look forward to growing this market.

binol (THC) than what’s stated
on the product label.
The USDOT’s Drug and Alcohol Testing Regulation, 49
CFR Part 40, does not authorize
the use of Schedule I drugs, including marijuana, for any reason.
CBD use is not a legitimate
medical explanation for a laboratory-confirmed marijuana
positive result. Therefore, Medical Review Officers will verify a
drug test confirmed at the appro-

priate cutoffs as positive, even if
an employee claims they only
used a CBD product.
Since the use of CBD products could lead to a positive drug
test result, USDOT-regulated
CDL drivers should exercise
caution when considering
whether to use CBD products.

-Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.

-Sara Gardner
Fleet/DOT Consultant
USI Insurance Services
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Brake safety checks planned;
one will happen without warning
CVSA’s Operation Airbrake
Program will hold two annual
brake safety campaigns in 2021:
Brake Safety Week is scheduled for Aug. 22-28, 2021.
There will be an unannounced one-day brake safety
enforcement initiative, which may
be held at any time.
During both the announced
and unannounced brake safety
enforcement campaigns, commercial motor vehicle inspectors
conduct brake system inspections (primarily Level IV Inspections) on large trucks and buses
throughout North America to
identify brake-system violations.
Properly functioning brake
systems are crucial to safe commercial motor vehicle operation.
Commercial motor vehicle brakes
are designed to hold up under

tough conditions; however,
they must be
inspected and
maintained
carefully and
consistently so
they operate
and perform
properly
throughout the vehicle’s life.
Brake-related violations comprise the largest percentage of all
out-of-service violations cited
during roadside inspections. Improperly installed or poorly maintained brake systems can reduce
the braking capacity and stopping
distance of trucks and buses,
which poses a serious risk to
driver and public safety.
Outreach and educational
efforts by inspectors, participating

motor carriers and others in the
industry also take place during
CVSA’s brake safety campaigns
and are integral to the success of
the campaign.
Operation Airbrake is a CVSA
program in partnership with the
U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.
More than 3.4 million brakes
have been inspected since the
program’s inception in 1998.

12-16 percent each year
Thousands nabbed during past brake safety checks
2020 Brake Safety Week

Those 1,667 vehicles were
placed out of service until the violations could be corrected.

During 2020 Brake Safety
Week, 12% of the 43,565 commercial motor vehicles inspected
were placed out of service for
brake-related violations. Inspectors from Canada, Mexico and
the U.S. removed 5,156 commercial motor vehicles from roadways due to brake violations.

2019 Brake Safety Week
From Sept. 15-21, 2019, inspectors conducted 34,320 commercial motor vehicle inspections
as part of Brake Safety Week
and placed 4,626 vehicles out of
service after critical brake-related
conditions were identified during
roadside inspections.

2018 Brake Safety Week

2019 Unannounced
Law enforcement members
conducted 10,358 commercial
motor vehicle inspections focused on identifying brake system violations. Of those inspections, 16.1% of vehicles had
brake-related critical vehicle inspection items.

Enforcement personnel in 57
jurisdictions conducted 35,080
inspections on commercial motor
vehicles. Inspectors found critical
vehicle inspection items in the
brake systems of 4,955 (14.1%)
of the vehicles inspected and
placed those vehicles out of service.

2018 Unannounced

Fifty-two U.S. and Canadian
jurisdictions conducted 11,531
roadside inspections on commercial motor vehicles and removed
1,595 vehicles with brake viola(Continued on page 7)
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Neighbors get together to restore flag pole and return ‘Old Glory’
BCT’s Randy Bailey was
walking in his neighborhood several months ago when he exchanged greetings with a gentlemen who turned out to be a Navy
veteran.
“I’m not even sure I have his
name right,” said Bailey, Manager
of Driver Services and Safety.
But he thinks his name is Bob.
Details are a bit sketchy.
There was a man who lived in the
house and dressed up as Santa
each year for neighborhood kids.
The man was known as the
Bergeson Street Santa.
Bailey found out that the man
people knew as Santa had died.
Bob is apparently a brother and
moved in to help take care of the
widow.
During the course of conversation, Bailey noticed the home’s
flagpole had deteriorated...the
rope was rotted and the pulley
was rusted. There was no flag.
Bailey, who grew up in a military family (his father is a retired
Marine Colonel) purchased supplies and a flag and enlisted the
help of another neighbor, Keith
Nelson, to make needed repairs.

BCT’s Randy Bailey with his neighbor Bob and ‘Old Glory’

Randy and Keith lowered the
pole and made repairs while Bob
helped with advice. When the

pole was back in position, the flag
was attached and Bob had the
honor of raising the flag.

“It’s so good to have Old Glory flying over the house again,”
Bob said.

Brake Safety Checks

inspections on commercial motor
vehicles for Brake Safety Day.
Fourteen percent of the vehicles inspected were placed out of
service for brake-related violations. 2017 Unannounced Brake
Safety Day Results

2016 Unannounced

(Continued from page 6)

tions from our roadways on April
25, 2018, as part of CVSA’s unannounced Brake Safety Day
enforcement initiative.

2017 Brake Safety Day
Results
On Sept. 7, 2017, enforcement personnel conducted 7,698

More than 9,500 commercial
motor vehicles were inspected
for an unannounced brake safety
enforcement event on May 3,
2017.

CVSA held its annual, unannounced brake check day on
May 4, 2016, as part of its Operation Airbrake program. CVSAcertified inspectors in 31 participating U.S. states and Canadian
provinces and territories checked
brakes on 6,128 commercial motor vehicles. 2016 Brake Safety
Week Results
Inspectors reported 13.2 percent of inspections with out-ofservice brake violations.
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From: Mark Kowlzan, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Date: May 26, 2021
As we head into the Memorial Day weekend, there is a general sense of optimism across
the country. The rate of new COVID infections is dropping significantly as the number of vaccinated people increases.
Safe and effective vaccines are a critical component of the U.S. strategy to reduce COVID19 related illnesses, hospitalizations and deaths. These vaccines have been safely administered
to well over a hundred million people across the country, and I’m proud to say that many of our
employees have embraced these life-saving vaccines. I also realize that many of you are hesitant to get vaccinated. I appreciate your concerns, and we have created a video to share our
personal experiences with you.
Choose to get vaccinated. (Click here to view video.)
Vaccines are being administered free of charge, and all of you are eligible to receive the
vaccine. In addition, PCA’s pandemic policy covers pay relief for time away from work to get
vaccinated. However, this policy ends on June 30, 2021. So please take advantage of this paid
time off to schedule your appointment and get vaccinated.
Thank you for everything you continue to do to help our nation recover. I am deeply grateful
for your hard work and resilience. I wish you and your family a safe Memorial Day weekend.
Please take care of yourselves and each other.

1 North Field Court, Lake Forest, IL 60045 (800) 456-4725

Here’s a couple nice photos of our Boise based
trucks, the 3 parked out at Gowen and 1 at PCA
Richland. Compliments of company driver Bob
Dechenne. –Mike Hayes, BCT Operations Mgr.
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA
BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

April 6, 2021

10%

46%

0%

82%

56%

74

May 10, 2021

8%

67%

0%

83%

58%

94

June 8, 2021

8%

73%

0%

82%

53%

94

April 6, 2021

0%

0%

0%

34%

8%

35

May 10, 2021

0%

0%

0%

27%

30%

34

June 8, 2021

1%

0%

0%

23%

31%

32

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Improving

Alert

Owner Operator Tavarius
Smith attended the kindergarten
graduation of his daughter recently along with his mother Annie. Proud Dad and Grandmother are pictured with Kallie
and Khariyah. Working safely
makes it possible to attend
these important family events.
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Driver
ALONSO, JUAN C
BEDNORZ, DAVID
COMER, EVERETT R
FRY, MIKE L
GEORGE, CHESTER M
GUZMAN-SERRATO, MARCO A
JENKINS, ERIC
MICKENS, JARED O
TAYLOR, JOSEPH J

In Destin, Florida with
wife Crystal

With granddaughter Jadelynn
in Rose Hill, Virginia

Trucking

Start
6/17/2014
6/11/2010
6/11/2018
6/23/2020
6/9/2020
6/25/2018
6/28/2007
6/2/2020
6/22/2020

Location
Wallula PCA Dedicated
LCC I-5 BCT
DeRidder Trkg
Waco Container
LCC South BCT
Wallula BCT
Jackson BCT
LCC South BCT
DeRidder Trkg

Years
7
11
3
1
1
3
14
1
1

At the Macinaw bridge to the UP of
Michigan
Jason Britton of BCT Columbus has
been driving since 2008 and works
safely to enjoy his family and a variety of outdoor activities. Jason has
been a very dependable driver for us
and continues to do his part in helping us serve PCA-Columbus
plant.
-Rob Roop
Columbus Terminal Mgr.

Daughter Tayler with her husband Toby and daughter Jadelynn in Rose Hill ,Virginia

With Dad Willard and brother John deer
hunting in Brown County.
Fishing with son Dillon in Columbus
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Speeding will be focus of July Safe Driver Week
This year's Operation Safe
Driver Week will take place
July 11-17 with an emphasis
on speeding. During Operation Safe Driver Week, law
enforcement personnel will be
on the lookout for commercial
motor vehicle drivers and passenger vehicle drivers engaging in risky driving behaviors
in or around a commercial motor vehicle (CMV). Identified
unsafe drivers will be pulled
over and issued a citation or
warning.

tracking other dangerous driver
behaviors throughout Operation Safe Driver Week, such as
reckless or aggressive driving,
distracted driving, following too
closely, improper lane change,
failure to obey traffic control
devices, failure to use a seat
belt, evidence of drunk or
drugged driving, etc.

"Data shows that traffic stops
and interactions with law enforcement help reduce problematic
driving behaviors," said Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance
(CVSA) President Sgt. John
Samis with the Delaware State
Police. "By making contact with
drivers during Operation Safe
Driver Week, law enforcement
personnel aim to make our roadways safer by targeting high-risk
driving behaviors."
CVSA selected speeding as its

focus this year because despite a
drop in roadway travel last year
due to the pandemic, nationally,
traffic fatalities increased. According to the National Safety
Council's (NSC) preliminary estimates, the estimated rate of
death on roads last year increased 24% over the previous
12-month period, despite miles
driven dropping 13%. The increase in the rate of death is the
highest estimated year-over-year
jump NSC has calculated in 96
years.
In addition to speeding, law
enforcement personnel will be

CVSA's Operation Safe Driver
Program was created to help to
reduce the number of crashes
involving commercial motor vehicles and passenger vehicles due
to unsafe driving behaviors. Operation Safe Driver Week is
sponsored by CVSA, in partnership with the FMCSA and with
support from the motor carrier
industry and transportation safety
organizations.

This initiative aims to improve
the behavior of all drivers operating in an unsafe manner – either
in or around commercial motor
vehicles – through educational
and traffic enforcement strategies.

BE SAFE. DRIVE SMART.

Be aware of the
space around your
truck.

Changing lanes and
passing are cause of
many wrecks

Eliminate as many
distractions as possible.

Drive no faster
than is safe for your
conditions.
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Safety Belts: Essential.
Safety belt use remains one
of the cheapest, easiest, and
most important means to protect
commercial motor vehicle (CMV)
drivers.
Safety belts also help prevent
serious damage and injury to others, because buckled drivers are
better able control their vehicles
in emergencies.
By law, CMV drivers must
use safety
belts. Section 392.16 of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSAR), requires that:

Trucking
...a CMV which has a seat
belt assembly installed at the
driver’s seat shall not be driven
unless the driver has properly
restrained himself/herself with
the seat belt assembly.
The majority of CMV drivers –
have gotten the word (a record
86% of drivers now use safety
belts) – thanks in part to the CMV
Safety Belt Partnership.
The partnership continues to
sponsor outreach and educational initiatives to break down dangerous myths about safety belt
use…and encourage use by all
drivers.

Working and living safely gives
us a chance to enjoy the important moments in the life of
others, like our grand
-daughter Everlie’s
kindergarten graduation.
-Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.

of fatal crashes
in work zones
involved at least
one large
vehicle!
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when the driver clipped a
guard rail in front of a Waco,
Texas loading dock the early
morning of May 7.

Foot slips causing
Cruz to ram BCT
The driver of a Chevy Cruz
reported that her foot slipped
off the brake while waiting at a
stop light behind a BCT Owner
-Operator. The morning incident in Angela, Texas caused
no damage to the BCT trailer
but caused front end damage
to the Chevy.

Blown tire damages
auxiliary power unit
An Owner-Operator’s APU
was damaged when an inside
drive tire blew on I-20 near
Terrell, Texas the afternoon of
May 6.

Guard rail causes
minor fender damage
There was minor fender
damage to a company tractor

Post in yard clips
driver’s side step
In another minor incident, a
Company Driver struck a yellow post in the PCA yard the
afternoon of May 6 causing
damage to the driver’s side
step.

Owner clips other rig
leaving WA truck stop
A BCT Owner-Operator
clipped another vehicle while
pulling out from a parking stop
at a Ritzville, Washington truck
stop. Ribs on the left side of
his trailer were damaged in the
afternoon incident May 17.

Pothole rips fender
from Texas truck
The driver of a company
truck was in Duncanville, Texas the afternoon of May 21
when a steer tire dropped into

a large pot hole. When he
tried to back out, the left side
bumper caught on concrete
and pulled off. The incident
happened May 21.

Driver makes contact
during freeway merge
While merging onto I-60
East in Los Angeles, California
the afternoon of May 21, a
Company Driver hit the back of
a Lexus RC 200T damaging
it’s rear bumper. There was a
minor crack in the bumper of th
PCA tractor.

PCA trailer damaged
in hit and run wreck
A Company Driver was
stopped at a light in Staten Island, New York near midnight
on May 26. That’s when a tow
truck hit the rear of his trailer
causing damage that may end
with the trailer being totaled.
The driver of the tow truck left
the scene.

•Rear-end collision - Rear-end accidents

•Loss-of-control accidents - Loss-of-

•Backing accident - Backing accidents are

•Speed & Space Management - Safely

are generally preventable because increasing following distance is a reasonable precaution drivers should take to avoid an accident.
generally preventable because getting out
to look behind a vehicle is a reasonable precaution for drivers to take to avoid an accident.

control accidents are often preventable because it is reasonable to expect the driver to
drive at a speed that is appropriate for road
and weather conditions.
managing the speed of your vehicle and the
space around it with respect to road, traffic,
and weather conditions is important.
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Kudos
One way we
thank others for their
help making our business
work and better serving our

Planner helps find
NW backhauls
From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.

I would like to thank Shana
Freeman for assisting us the last
several times we have sent drivers up to the Pacific Northwest. It is easier to just go
through a broker sometimes to
find backhauls, but our primary
goal is to haul for PCA. Thanks
for all you do for us Shana.

Trucking
servicing the needs of the customers.

Thanks to small
but growing fleet
From Shana Freedman
BCT Load Planner
Kudo’s to the Boise Company
Fleet. Small but packs a punch.

We’ve more than doubled in
size in just one year, and I’m excited to say there’s more growth
coming in the near future.

Thank you for your professionalism and safety record, you
guys (and gal) are all wonderful
to work with.

Fate has hot loads
covered in Commerce
From Abel Franco
Commerce Terminal Mgr.

I’d like to thank Commerce
logistics carrier Glenn Fate, for
helping us cover several hot
loads last month. We’re very
lucky to have you on our team
Glenn. Thanks again.

Driver helps design
Jackson drop yard
From Randy Bailey
Mgr. Driver Services & Safety

Kudos to Dave Dessert. PCA
is working on a new drop yard in
Jackson, AL and several questions have come up on spacing
between rows, trailers and the
angle of which the trailers are
parked to maximize the number
of spots in the new yard. Dave
took the time to simulate trailers
at a 60 degree angle vs a 45 degree and how much space a driver would have with each. He
took the time to set this up and
take measurements to help us
out on the design. Appreciate his
time, knowledge and help on this
project.

Ducos helps with
new system tests
From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.

Kudos to Ashely Ducos for
assisting in the testing for new
server for dispatch system.

Drivers continue to excel at

Fleet Maintenance Manager Brent Martell

Martell hits 30 years in various positions
Brent Martell will celebrated
30 years of service with BCC/
BCT/PCA on June 10.
Brent has a diverse transportation background having spent
his 30-year career working for
Boise Cascade Timber and
Wood Transportation Group and
Boise Cascade Paper Transportation Group before latching on to
a challenging position (Logistics
Manager) with BCT in 2004.
He found his niche in June of
2017 when he was promoted to

his current position of Fleet
Maintenance Manager. Brent has
developed equipment replacement cycles, determined asset
life cycle costs and built strong
relationships with all the major
OEM’s, all of which has paid big
dividends for BCT.
He is a valued resource for
our shops and terminals and we
are fortunate to have him on our
team.

-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.
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Conda handles it all for 24 years

Three thanked for DeRidder hand rails
I would like to thank Chance West, Jimbo
Matthis and Jared Ripley for getting hand
rails built and installed on the Driver’s Room
entry. Chance and Jimbo built the hand rails
and Chance and Jared got them installed. It
also saved us about $5,000.00 over the next
lowest bid we received for the job. Thanks for
helping us get this
safety improvement taken care
of.
-Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal
Mgr.

It bums me out that over a year has gone by since
I’ve seen Conda’s (Conda Spellman) smiling face. What
doesn’t bum me out is the fact that I have known and
worked with her for 24 years! Conda is the reason most
of the Boise crew was able to work successfully from
home for the last 14 months.
She manages many processes and is involved in too
many projects to list, but is always available to help with
whatever we need. She has definitely made an impression with current and former employees/ drivers because
they still ask about her all the time.
Thanks for the hard work and dedication to BCT &
PCA Conda, your efforts are really appreciated.

Jackson Manager at 17 years
Please join me in congratulating Amy Barron on her
17th year with PCA/BCT. She has been running the Jackson terminal solo now for 4 years, and doing it safely.
Year to date 7585 has an big fat zero AFR, no workers
comp issues (although Amy is the only employee) and
her drivers hardly ever show up on Omni critical events.
She has made a great transition to hauling mostly
brown paper, and the new lanes and backhauls should
solve our EBITDA issues. She also has a great sense of
humor and is a pleasure to work with. Thanks for all you
do Peanut.

-Mike Hayes
BCT Operations Mgr.

For Vancouver Dispatcher Jenny
Walker, working safely gives time to enjoy family times like the graduation of
her son Jackson...and fun times with
the new family pet, Cash.
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”

